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First : Behavioral objective : 

 

 To enable the students to :  
-Classify and define the Nouns . 
- Kinds of nouns . 

-Define the kinds of nouns . 
-Singular and Plural nouns . 

Second :Education Tools  
-Board  
-Chalk (colorful)  
-Video with Computer (power point )  

Third : Teaching methods  
-Lecturing  
-Questions and Answer 

 

Fourth : Introduction 
 Today we are going to discuss to gother what is the noun ? and it's kinds in 
English . 

 
Fifth : Presentation  
 Of all the parts of speach , nouns are perhaps the most important . A 
noun  is a word that identifies a person , animal , place , thing , or idea . 
Here , we'll take a closer look at what makes a noun a noun , and we'll 
provide some noun examples , along with some advice for using nouns 
in your sentences . 
English nouns classified into the following kinds :- 
1. Commen noun   

A commen noun is a noun that refers to people or things in 
general ,e.g boy , city  



2. Proper noun  
A proper noun is a name that identifies a particular person , 
place , or thing , e.g. Ali , Monday . In written English , proper 
nouns begin with capital letters . 

3. Abstract noun  
An abstract noun is a noun which refers to ideas , qualities e.g. 
danger , time . 

4. Collective noun  
Collective nouns refer to groups of people or things , e.g. , family 
, team . 

 
Evaluation  
Students understanding the lesson and will be assessed by asking 
them general questions about the material of the lecture .:  
Q1. What is the noun ? 
Q2. What are the kinds of nouns ? promot your answer by example . 
 

Homework  
 Prepare the next topic : Gender and it's kinds . 
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